
Lecture on 3-26 to 3-31 SA305 Spring 2014

1 Simplex Method Overview

Now using the machinery and results that we have developed in terms of the feasible regions
of LP’s in canonical form here is the main idea of the simplex method algorithm.

Simplex Method Overview
1 Set k = 0 and find an initial basic feasible solution, call it ~xk = ~x0.
2 while ~xk is not a local optimum do

3 Pick the maximal improving simplex direction ~d
4 If no direction exists then we are at a local optimum and Stop.

5 Otherwise, find the largest step size λ such that ~xk + λ~d is still feasible.
6 If λ =∞ then the problem is unbounded and stop.

7 else The new solution is ~xk+1 = ~xk + λ~d.
8 end if
9 Set k = k + 1.
10 end while

This is almost exactly what we said the general improving local search algorithm was.
The only difference is that we start with a basic feasible solution and choose a simplex
direction. In the remaining sections of this note we define these topics and write the actual
algorithm down at the end.

2 Simplex Initial Solutions

As discussed earlier to find any basic NOT necessarily feasible solution we just need to set
n −m of the variables equal to zero and then use A~x = ~b to find the unique value for the
other coordinates. If the resulting basic solution was not feasible then we should try another
combination. However, this kind of search is very bad and is sort of equivalent to searching
all basic solutions which would solve the LP in the first place if we were to also check the
value of the objective function. SO this is bad! So how do we find a starting initial basic
feasible solution? This will be the subject of another algorithm that we will have to run
before we start the simplex method.

However there is a nice standard method if we are given a LP that is in standard form

max ~c>~x

s.t. A~x ≤ b

~x ≥ 0
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then we can put this in canonical form by letting ~s = [s1, . . . , sn−m] and then the canonical
form LP is

max ~c>~x

s.t. A~x+ Idm~s = ~b

~x,~s ≥ 0.

Then a “canonical” basic feasible solution is

(~x,~s) = (~0,~b).

If this is not possible then for now we will assume that we can easily guess a basic feasible
solution.

3 Simplex Directions

The main idea here is to find improving feasible directions where the ending place is a basic
feasible solution. To do this we need the following definition.

Definition 3.1. Two basic feasible directions are adjacent if their bases differ by exactly by
one variable.

Example 3.2. The basic feasible solutions in the previous example are all adjacent:
basic feasible solution basic variables nonbasic variables
[1, 0, 0, 1] x, s2 y, s1
[1/2, 0, 1/2, 0] s1, x y, s2
[1/3, 1/3, 0, 0] x, y s1, s2

Now suppose that ~x is a basic feasible solution with basis B. Here is the process to find
the simplex direction:

1. Choose a nonbasic variable xk. So that xk 6∈ B.

2. Let ~dk = [dk1, . . . , d
k
n].

3. Set ~dkk = 1.

4. Set ~dkj = 0 for all other nonbasic variables xj 6∈ B and j 6= k.

5. Now find all the values for the other coordinates ~dki where xi ∈ B by solving

A~d = ~0.

Where our LP is in canonical form with constraints A~x = b.

The vector ~dk is called the simplex direction corresponding to the nonbasic vari-
able xk.

NOTE: The simplex directions only take us toward adjacent basic feasible solutions
because the basis is only chnaging one variable.
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4 Improving Directions

Now that we have a finite number of directions to choose from which one d owe choose?
Recall that a direction ~d if improving for a function f if

∇f>~d > 0.

Since our function is linear with coefficients ~c we need to compute ~c>~d. This is called the
reduced cost:

Definition 4.1. The reduced cost ĉk associated with the nonbasic variable xk is

ĉk = ~c>~dk = ck +
∑
i∈B

cid
k
i

where ~dk is the simplex direction with respect to the nonbasic variable xk and B is the set
of basic variables.

The vector of reduced costs is
ĉN = (ĉk)k∈N

where N is the set of nonbasic variables.

Now we can choose an improving direction.
Imporving Direction: Let ~dk be the simplex direction who has the largest value (for

a maximum problem) of ĉk.
Note: If you are at a basic feasible solution AND you do not have an improving simplex

direction then STOP and you are at a global optimal solution.

5 Maximum Step Sizes

Now we have to find how far we need to go in our best simplex direction to get to another
basic feasible solution. First make the following note:

If we can go forever in this direction then the LP is unbounded and we stop the algorithm.
Now if it is not. Then note that we have already chosen ~dk so that our new b.f.s. ~x+λ~dk

satisfies the equality constraints A(~x+λ~dk) = ~b. So we need only consider the nonnegativity
constraints. So we just need to consider

~x+ λ~dk ≥ 0.

Now with ~x = [x1, . . . , xn] and ~dk = [dk1, . . . , d
k
n] we need that each coordinate of the sum

~x+ λ~dk

which is
xj + λdkj
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be positive. But if dkj is positive then we have nothing to worry about. If dkj is negative then
we need to make sure we don’t have a λ that makes the sum negative. So the maximum
step size is

λmax = min

{
xj
−dkj

: dkj < 0

}
.

Theorem 5.1. If ~x is a basic feasible solution and ~dk is the maximum improving simplex
direction then the new solution

~x+ λmax
~dk

is also a basic feasible solution.

6 Simplex Method Algorithm

Simplex Method Overview
1 Set t = 0 and find an initial basic feasible solution with basis Bt, call it ~xt = ~x0.
2 while ~xt is not a local optimum do

3 For each nonbasic variable xk construct simplex directions ~dk

4 If no direction is improving then we are at a local optimum and Stop.

5 Otherwise, find the largest improving simplex direction ~dk.

6 If dk ≥ ~0 then STOP the LP is unbounded.
7 Compute the largest step size λmax.

8 else The new solution is ~xt+1 = ~xt + λmax
~d.

9 And update the new basis Bt+1 = {xk} ∪ Bt\{xj} this is called a pivot.
10 Set t = t+ 1.
11 end while
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